"American politics is all about winning the allegiance of the forgotten man." i That Trump's presidential campaign succeeded in doing this (as did Andrew Jackson's in 1828) is beyond dispute as is the fact that a critical tactic employed to facilitate this (in both men's cases) was a reliance upon cultural politics. "At a time when Blue and Red America have split into two warring tribes inhabiting two separate realities, and "debate" has been redefined to evoke splitscreen cable-news screamfests," columnist Michael Grunwald recently wrote in Politico, "this ferocious politicization of everything might seem obvious and unavoidable. But it's also dangerous. It's as if the rowdy cultural slap-fight the kids were having in the back seat has moved into the front, threatening to swerve the national car off the road." "Culture-war politics," he notes, "are often a crutch, a look-at-the-shiny-ball distraction, an easy way to shift complicated policy debates from inconvenient facts to emotion and identity" and they now dominate the American political landscape.
ii Mark Cheathem's The Coming of Democracy, which examines the beginnings of the nation's turn toward cultural politics during the Jacksonian era, thus appears at an incredibly prescient moment and offers an interesting lens through which to examine both the nation's current political setting as well as the robust and colorful political campaigns associated with the Age of Jackson. In this well written and accessible work, Cheathem offers readers a detailed account of the evolving usage of cultural politics in the elections that marked the birth of the second American party system. "Cultural politics," as Cheathem defines them, includes the "political activities that took place outside of formal party organization and the act of voting." (p.
2) "What sounded and looked like entertainment, things such as music, public events, and cartoons," he continues, "held important political meaning in the first few decades of the United Much of the story that Cheathem relates; the lengthy and fiery stump speeches, the raising of Hickory Poles and the rolling log cabins, the rise of auxiliary organizations (such as Hickory Clubs), the raucous campaign music, the acerbic engravings and caricatures, the partisan newspapers, etc., will be very familiar to those acquainted with the political history of the Jacksonian era. So too is Cheathem's concise description of the specific, and highly partisan, 
